Introduction

The discovery of phosphorus by Hennig Brand in 1669 pictured in the famous painting by Joseph Wright of Derby was the beginning of pnictogen (Pn) chemistry (Fig. 1). Discoveries that followed the incidental P₄ preparation included the development of salvarsan (1), 3-amino-4-hydroxiphenyl arsenic(i), the first drug for syphilis treatment (Fig. 1).¹ Originally proposed to feature an arsenic–arsenic double bond by Ehrlich in the beginning of the 20th century, it was later argued to have an oligo- or polymeric structure with a saturated (cyclo-)polyarsine core since such unsaturated motifs would require kinetic stabilisation. In 2005, Lloyd et al. ultimately resolved the debate concerning the composition of “compound 606” as a mixture of various small ring structures (R–Asₙ)n, where n = three (2) and five (3) dominate the original composition (Fig. 1).² In the second half of the 20th century, fascinating examples of stabilised unsaturated low-valent and low-coordinate organopnictogens have been reported, challenging the empirical double bond rule. These include the first kinetically stabilised diphosphene (4) reported by Yoshifuji in 1981 (Fig. 1),³ the first complete series of homologous dipnictenes R–Pn=≡Pn–R (Pn = P, As, Sb, or Bi, where R is a meta-terphenyl substituent), and the thermodynamically (aromatically) stabilised phosphabenzene 5 (λ³-phosphinine).⁴ Early unsaturated pnictogen chemistry was dominated by the discovery of new bonding motifs and fundamental reactivity studies, but despite all these efforts, not all of the possible unsaturated pnictogen–heteroelement combinations have been synthetically realised and fundamental work has continued to fascinate researchers around the world. More recently, exciting news of arsenic thriving species of bacteria⁵ have then been disproven to incorporate arsenate.⁶ On the other hand, newly developed synthetic routes have made previously scarce or difficult to handle building blocks readily available, with broader applications of these systems now being studied.

We highlight recent advances in organopnictogen chemistry contrasting the properties of lighter and heavier pnictogens. Exploring new bonding situations, discovering unprecedented reactivities and producing fascinating opto-electronic materials are some of the most prominent directions of current organopnictogen research. Expanding the chemical toolbox towards the heavier group 15 elements will continue to create new opportunities to tailor molecular properties for small molecule activation/reactivity and materials applications alike. This frontier article illustrates the elemental substitution approach in selected literature examples.
singlet–triplet energy conversion, making them of interest for a number of applications including organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic photovoltaics (OPVs), organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), and sensors. Similarly, the recent expansion in the use of heavier pnictogens has clearly demonstrated their potential to tailor opto-electronic properties and reactivity.

**Exploration of the diverse reactivity of elemental pnictogens and unsaturated organopnictogens**

Exploring the reactivity and properties of simple models is key to expanding our knowledge and discovering new areas where pnictogen-containing systems could have applications. The following sections describe important advances in molecular pnictogen chemistry, with a particular focus on contrasting the reactivity arising from pnictogen substitution. Demonstrative examples are given from seminal work and more recent contributions within the field.

**Heavier cyanates, ChCnP**

The pnictaethynolates Na(OCP) and Na(OCAs) have been known for many years and recent publications outlining simplified syntheses for these reagents has resulted in a wealth of interesting chemistry, including pnictogen-containing small molecules, larger π-delocalised organic molecules, and metal complexes spanning the p-, d- and f-blocks. While the chemistry of P and As are often assumed to be similar, the reactivity of pnictaethynolates has shown that subtle differences can influence reaction outcomes. This is well exemplified by a recent contribution from the groups of Meyer and Grützmacher, who investigated the reactivity of Na(OCPn) (Pn = P and As) with a highly reducing uranium(III) complex. When exposed to a single equivalent of pnictaethynolate, a new complex with a terminal cyanopniccinate ([C≡Pn]−) is obtained in both cases (Fig. 2, 6). On the other hand, gas evolution was observed upon reaction with two equivalents of Na (OCAs) and a new complex with a bridging diarsaallenediide ([As=C=As]2−) ligand was obtained (Fig. 2, 7). Notably, the formation of the phosphorus analogue was not observed even with prolonged reaction times. This is likely due to the tendency of the OCAs ion to act as an As atom transfer reagent by decarboxylation. With two previously unseen arsenic-based ligands ([C≡As]− and [As=C=As]2−), this contribution from Meyer, Grützmacher and co-workers highlights the usefulness of the pnictaethynolates for discovering new pnictogen chemistry.

The Goicoechea group have reported the synthesis and characterisation of the heavier chalcogen analogues Na(PnCS) and Na(PnCSe) (Pn = P or As), based on a modified procedure for Na(OCPn). These were found to have higher stability towards air and moisture due to the greater degree of electronic delocalisation across the molecules (Fig. 3). Unlike the O-containing derivatives, the negative charge was found to reside primarily on the central carbon atom. An earlier study by Chen, Cummins, Borden and Wang found that the electron density in PCS was distributed over the P and S centres. Additionally, the negative ion photoelectron spectra of the OCP, OCAs and PCS radicals revealed that the electron affinities of these radicals are markedly lower than those of the NCO and NCS radicals, suggesting them to be softer pseudohalide ligands than their N-containing congeners. These significant differences between the oxygen and heavier chalcogen analogues will most likely lead to new and interesting reactivity/chemistry.

**Pn4 activation**

The need for high value phosphorus-containing fertilisers from inexpensive sources means that research into the chemistry of P4 has been incentivised in both academic and industrial circles. This has resulted in many examples of P4 activation, using compounds from across the periodic table. The chemistry of As4, on the other hand, remains relatively unexplored. For main-group elements, there are a few reports of disilenes and silylenes reacting with As4, which demonstrate differing reactivity when compared to P4. For instance, early work published by West and co-workers shows that reaction of tetracarbosilylenesilene (8) with As4 not only forms the butterfly complex (9) seen for P4 activation but also an arrested dimeric species (10) which forms the butterfly complex (9) by thermal decomposition (Fig. 4).

The scarce reports of As4 activation can be attributed to the challenges associated with its preparation and handling (high light- and air-sensitivity). These challenges have recently been addressed by the Scheer group, with a report detailing the preparation of activated carbon-supported As4 and P4 (As4@C

![Fig. 2 Reactivity of a uranium(III) complex with phosphaethynolate and arsenaethynolate](image1)

![Fig. 3 Electron localisation differences in [PnCCh]−. Resonance structures with localised charges on the carbon atom and chalcogens are seen for the S/Se and oxygen containing derivatives, respectively.](image2)

![Fig. 4 Reaction of a disilene with Pn4 illustrating the different reactivities of phosphorus and arsenic.](image3)
and P₄@C) which are air- and light-stable and which were employed as synthons in P₄ and As₄ activation chemistry. While the synthesis of As₄@C still requires the preparation of in situ As₄ solutions, the increased stability of As₄@C is a marked improvement and has potential for the production of preparative-scale quantities.

**Organopnictogen radicals**

The radical chemistry of organopnictogen compounds is particularly important as it provides a fundamental insight into their chemical bonding and reactivity. In particular, the chemistry of main group biradicaloids has been stimulated by the work of Niecke and coworkers on 1,3-diphosphacyclobutane-2,4-yls (11). Significant work has been carried out on cyclo-P₄B₂-radicals (12) and, more recently, heavier cyclo-P₂Pₙ₂ (Pₙ = P, As, Sb, Bi; 13) potential biradical precursors (Fig. 5). In 2015, Schulz and co-workers reported a very interesting mixed As and P diradicaloid 14, which was shown to have non-equivalent radical character on the As- and P-centres by theoretical and experimental techniques. For instance, upon reaction with 'BuCP a single product 15 was obtained stereoselectively, indicating the P-centre to be more nucleophilic than the As.

**Stabilising low coordinate pnictogen centres**

Over the past decade, the group of Kilian has reported a fascinating array of peri-substituted acenaphthene complexes. The P–Pₙ (Pₙ = P, As) donor–acceptor stabilised system can be converted in a two-step procedure into cyclic pnictynylidene-λ¹-phosphoranes (16) with significant electronic resonance (Fig. 6). These dark-red coloured systems have a low coordinate (λ¹) pnictogen site formed via a borane reduction–deborylation or hydride transfer with LiAlH₄ followed by reductive H₂ elimination for phosphorus and arsenic, respectively. Other examples of low-coordinate NHC-stabilised dipnictogens have been reported by Robinson and co-workers.

Using NCN pincer ligands, a series of pnictinendene complexes were reported separately by the Dostál and Cain groups (Fig. 7). All complexes were found to exhibit C₉ᵥ symmetry in solution by NMR spectroscopy. However, unlike the Sb and Bi systems (17) reported by Dostál and co-workers, the Cain group found that the As and P analogues (18) were unsymmetrical in the solid-state with non-equivalent Pₙ–N bond distances. The high symmetry observed in solution, even at low temperatures, suggests that the Pₙ atom is hopping from one N centre to the other like a “bell clapper”, which is supported by computational experiments. The significant degree of Pₙ–C double bond character for As and P results in the masking of the pnictinendene fragment, and the pnictalkene was computationally determined to be a lower energy intermediate than the pnictinendene in the oscillation pathway. Conversely, the pnictalkene is more energetically demanding for Sb and Bi, resulting in a ground state pnictinendene.

**Optoelectronic materials containing heavy pnictogens**

As mentioned above, the use of heavier pnictogens in optoelectronics applications has been a growing field over the last few years. The properties seen in conjugated systems containing heavier group 15 elements, for example phospholes and arsoles, are largely attributed to interactions between the σ* orbital of the exocyclic Pₙ–C bond and the surrounding π* system, which lowers the LUMO level of the conjugated material far more than it affects the HOMO level. In addition, the accessibility of both the +3 and +5 valence states of group 15 elements allows for interactions with Lewis acids or transition metals, with such coordination leading to further changes in the optoelectronics of the systems. This gives these materials potential as sensors as well as providing further...
opportunities for catalysis or other applications, potentially mirroring the development of compounds such as phospholes, pioneered by the groups of Réau and Hissler as active materials for opto-electronic devices. Detailed reviews of their contributions and those of others in this area already exist, while the purpose of this Frontier article is to focus on materials containing higher pnictogens.

While this Frontier article aims to highlights some of the recent progress in heavier organopnictogens and point out the differences within the pnictogen family, readers are also referred to some excellent recent reviews discussing the history of the topic: Gates and coworkers examined p-block elements in polymers, Rivard and coworkers discussed heavy main group elements in π-conjugated systems, and a third from the Orthaber group predominantly focused on P-containing materials for use in organic electronics. Readers interested in a more in-depth review of the history of organoarsenic π-conjugated materials are also encouraged to read Imoto and Naka's thorough overview of the topic.

As-Containing heterocycles

There have been a number of interesting developments in the area of small molecules containing heavy pnictogens in recent years. Both the Heeney and Orthaber groups have investigated the optical properties and aromaticities of arsenic-containing heterocycles. In the first paper on this subject, a dithiazoloarsole compound (Fig. 8, 19) was prepared, and its crystal structure and optical properties were compared to those of its dithiazolophosphole analogue, previously prepared and studied by Baumgartner et al. Only minor changes were observed in the optical properties on replacing P with As, with λ_\text{ab} and λ_\text{em} red-shifting and blue-shifting by 5 nm, respectively, although there was a noticeable decrease in the photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY; 4% for As vs. 22% for P). Subsequent work by the Orthaber group investigated the impact of changing As from the +3 to +5 valence state by coordination to Pd on the optical and structural properties of dithienoarsole (Fig. 8, 20). Coordination to Pd had a more subtle effect on the optical properties of the silylated arsole (21, R = TIPS) than was seen for the analogous phosphole, with λ_\text{ab} shifting by only 5 nm and emission still taking place on photoexcitation of the ligand absorption band rather than from the charge-transfer band, as was seen for the phosphole. Interestingly, work by Naka and coworkers found that coordination of the non-silylated dithienoarsole (R = H) to AuCl led to a significant red shift (93 nm) in the emission spectrum of 22. However, this was accompanied by a substantial decrease in PLQY (<1% compared to 7% for the uncoordinated material), whereas for the analogous phosphole material the PLQY increased from 49% to 64% on coordination to AuCl.

In another unexpected result, it was found that altering the halide co-ligands in trans-[PtX_2L_2] complexes 23 led to significant alterations in both the geometry of the resulting crystals and the emissive properties of the complexes, with red shifts of up to 20 nm and 50-fold increases in PLQY being observed when replacing Cl with I. Finally, work by Naka et al. in 2018 showed that the central arsole rings in heteropentacenes 24–26 (Fig. 8) showed weak anti-aromaticity as determined by NICS, which was attributed to the further expansion of the conjugated systems. Additionally, it was found that altering the flanking bridging elements could change the packing structure and hence the solid state optical properties and charge carrier mobility, with As–S interactions in 26 leading to enhanced charge carrier mobility but quenching of emission in the solid state. Overall, the variation in optical properties obtainable by making minor modifications shows the diverse characteristics available when using arsole-containing moieties, and demonstrate that there is still much we do not understand about the optoelectronics of arsenic-containing heterocycles; hopefully this will stimulate further study in the future.

Sb- and Bi-containing heterocycles

Both λ^5 and λ^3 stibaindoles (Fig. 9, 27/28 and 29, respectively) have been investigated by Gabbaï et al. as potential sensing materials capable of binding anions at their Sb sites. The pentacoordinated derivatives 27 and 28 showed strong σ*–π* conjugation, and were capable of binding to fluoride ions via the σ* orbital of the Ph–Sb bond due to the Lewis acidity of the Sb atom. Coordination of F– caused significant changes to the absorption spectra of 27 and 28, as this prevented the σ*–π* conjugation from taking place; the group subsequently tested 27 as an anion sensor for fluoride in aqueous solutions, achieving promising results. Compound 29 also showed strong σ*–π* conjugation, which again led to Lewis acidic behaviour at the Sb atom. Chloride anions were found to bind to Sb opposite the existing Cl, with the Cl–Sb–Cl angle being almost 180° (Fig. 9, 30).

This behaviour is highly similar to the pnictogen bonding recently described by Matile and coworkers, who found that tri...
(pentafluorophenyl)antimony was capable of binding to chloride ions through σ-hole interactions opposite to the strongly electron-withdrawing pentafluorophenyl substituents.31 Interestingly, they subsequently used this Sb–Cl interaction to catalyse the Reissert-type substitutions of isoquinoline and 1-chloroisocromane, which when combined with the findings of Gabbaï suggests that carefully designed heterocycles containing heavy pnictogens may also be suitable for catalysis.

Regarding the heaviest pnictogen, Bi, there have been two studies investigating conjugated molecules containing bismuth published recently. Rivard and coworkers synthesised a series of bismole-containing systems via metallaclave transfer from related zirconacycles, noting that while 31 decomposed under ambient conditions, compounds 32–36 could be stored in air without degradation (Fig. 10). The photoluminescent properties of 36–38 were studied in depth, with 36 being found to fluoresce at low temperatures only due to the limited participation of the Bi orbitals (Fig. 10). On the other hand, 37 and 38 exhibited both fluorescence and phosphorescence due to increased singlet-triplet mixing in the lower-energy excited states.42

The same group have also produced a series of Bi-containing polymers (both homopolymers P1–2 and random and block copolymers P3–4 with alkylarene comonomers) by ring-opening metathesis polymerisation (ROMP, Fig. 11). After polymerisation, there was a 60 nm red shift in the luminescence and a decrease in intensity, attributed to increased free volume around the bismoles as well as stabilisation of singlet and triplet states.43

Heteroalkenes

Incorporating group 15 heteroalkenes into conjugated frameworks has been a long lasting effort, providing fascinating materials that exhibit pronounced acceptor character and offer an orthogonal tuning site via the heteroelement lone pair, allowing the opto-electronic properties to be altered. However, these efforts have been mainly limited to phosphaalkenes and diphosphenes, with arsaalkenes recently becoming attractive alternatives. The Wang group has studied a series of fused aromatic systems with exocyclic phosphaalkenes, which upon one and two electron reductions display persistent phosphorus centred radical and diradical character, respectively (Fig. 12, 43).44 Interestingly, the corresponding arsenic based diradical systems have thermally accessible triplet states due to the reduced singlet–triplet energy gap.45 Tokitoh and coworkers described the facile consecutive reduction of 4,5,6-triphospha-[3]-radialene 44 to the mono- and dianions as pnictogen analogs of deltate anions.46 An inverse radical character was described for the corresponding radical cation of alkyl substituted fluorenyl-phosphaalkene by Wang and coworkers (Fig. 12, 45).47 By thienyl extension of the conjugated fluorenyl core, Orthaber and coworkers were able to spread the spin density towards the α-thienyl carbon atoms (46”), allowing for the cationic radical polymerisation of both arsa- and phosphaalkene derivatives (Fig. 12, P5). The resulting polymer films display reversible electrochromic switching between the oxidised and neutral states, which were dark blue and orange in colour, respectively.48 The Orthaber group also exemplified the LUMO-lowering effects of P- and As-alkene derivatives of cyclopentadithiophenes (47) based on optical spectroscopy and the electrochemically reversible formation of radical anions. Remarkably, excited state lifetimes are extended by a factor of 104 to ca. 18 ns upon Au(I)Cl coordination to the phosphaalkene. Interestingly, the increased s-character of the lone pair in arsaalkenes precludes such metal coordination in this system.49

Conclusions

Organopnictogen chemistry is a flourishing field of chemical research. Exploring the heavier congeners for the discovery of...
new optical, electronic and bonding phenomena has stimulated a wealth of research over the past two decades, the history of which is summarised in reviews of main-group elements in polymeric systems by Jäkle and Vidal and small molecules by Quin.\textsuperscript{50} Additionally, the continuing fundamental research into new reagents and the reactivity and properties of model systems provides a thriving environment to develop new motifs and discover new applications for heavier pnictogens. This context will allow this newly regenerated field to move in novel and unexpected directions while building on the knowledge of the past.
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